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4
MISALLOCATION OF CAtPUS-BASED

PROGRAM FUNDS RESULTING FROM MAP ERROR

1.Q INTRODUCTIC

Under Title IV of the, Higher Education Act, money for three Camptii-Based
programsSupplethental Education 0)portunity Grants (5E64 College Work -Study
(CW-S), and National Direct Student. Loans (NDSL) is allocated directly to
participating institutions of higher education. These institutions, in turn, award the
money to individual students to help them pay the cost of their postsecondary
education. As pat of the Title IV Quality Control Study, Advanced Technology, Inc.-)
of Reston, Virginia, was ie4t,racted to study the extent to which errors are made in
the institutional "allocation of funds for each program. This paper is the last in a,series
of reports resulting from that task.

In this section of the report we summarize the allocation proceskand the purpose
of the report and list the other reports which have been results of the . FISAP error

-task. In sectia, 2.0 we define the error we are evaluating, describe the problems-we
encountered in collecting the necessary data, and specify the limitations of the report.
In section 3.0 we describe our estimation methods, present and analyze the error
estimates, and recommend steps to reduce the error.

1.1 The Allocation Process

For each fiscal year, Congress appropriates money specifically for each of the
three Campus-Based programs. Unlike some other student .aid programs, Campus-
Based aid is not an entitlement; neither individuals nor institutions have any statutory
right to aid. Therefore, institutions must apply for funding annually to the U.S.
Department of Education. ; They do this by st4brn g the "Fiscal - Operations Report
and Application to Participate (FISAP)" in the Title IV programs. This form both
provides the information n?eded to allocate the next year's appropriation and serves as
a report on the use of the previous year's funds. .(For instance, the reports submitted
by October 1984 included applications for funds to award to students -in the 198546
academic year end'repbrts of funds spent in the 1983-84 academic year.) This paper
concerns only the effects of errois'in the parts of the FISAP used totdetermine how
much money each school will receive.
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The on of funds to individual institutions is a four-step process. First,
most of the patio iiiropriation is divided among the states. Second, institutions
that have been partic in the procram receive "conditional guarantees" based on
their funding levels in 0 program year. Isf the total of the conditional
guarantees for all institutions in tate exceeds that state's allocation, institutional
allocations are reduced proportion = tely and the allocation process for institutions in
the state effectively ends. Institutions may also receive less than the conditional
guarantee under re other circumstances, such as a high default rate in the .NDSL
program. If funds remain from the state allocation after all conditional guarantees in
the state have been fulfilled, the excess is divided among the institutions scrthartheir

aallocations will be more proportionate to their aggregate student need. Two different
formulas are used to determine the aggregate need for aid of the students at an
institution, one to allocate SEOG .funds a.n5.- one for the CW-S and NDSL. progams.
The final step is-to allqcate a national pool, of 'funds amon% institutions to bring their
allocations closer to the proportions their. needs bear to the total of all institutional
needs. However, in the year we .are examining, 1983-84, there was no such national
"fair share" money available.

'J.
- Funds for each of thethree rograms are allocated separately; 'therefore, there

are three different allocation fo muias. These formulas differ because different
'Samounts of money are appropriated for each program and because each program has

unique features which must be included: Far instance, the NDSL formula takes into
account institutional collections and default rates, which do not exist in the SEOG and-
C -S programs. '

if Only a few numbers from the FISAP are inclUded in the allocation formulas.
.

otal institutional income from tuition and fees is divided by the number of students
....

to determine average tuition and fees separately for undergraduates and graduate
students. Averasge tuition and fees is used with the number of eligible aid applicaSts in
each of 60 income and 'dependency- status categories to determine total self -help need..
Institutions can err IversInderstanding exactly whicirdata are required for the MAP
or by reporting! the wrong numbers through transcription error.' Any number derived

through calculation using several FISAP :I ata elements will be in error, if any one of
the elements is reported incorrectly. .

2
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1.2 Rationale of This Report

This report concerns only misallocation of Campus-Based funds caused by
misreporting of institutional enrollmentt on the FISAP. . We discuss error definitions,
data collection problems, and the limitation* of thisrepOrt in section 2.Q. In section
3.0 we explain our methods of estimating allocation error, present the estimates,
analyze ,the reasons for the errors, and suggest ways to reduce the error rptes. All

6calculation's assume that other factors in the allocation-process remained constant.

Limitations on the resources available for data collection for this task
determined how we would collect and analyze the data. Stage 1 of the Toitle IV- Quality
Control study examined a national sample of 275 intitutions participating in the
Campus-Based programs.. Bifore our data collectors visited these schools, we.

Ccompared elements of their FISAP's to comparable data on other documents they had
also submitted, priricipally the-Higher Education General 'Information Survey (HEGIS)
and FISAP's for the preiious year. Only when we found inconsistencies between the
FISAP and HEGIS data for the' same year or substantial cross-year changes did our-,
data collectors inGestigate, the FISAP data during their visits; their inquiries were
limited to the problerna,tic items. Therefore", we made no attempt to investigate
internal institutional errors that were reported consistently on. different Federal
forms.

eillik'1.3 Other Reports on.Error in the FISAP Proe .

This report is the las't in a series of FISAP reports submitted to the Division of
Quality. Assurance, Office of Student Financial Assistance, U.S. Department of
Education, under the Title IV Quality Control Study, ,contract number 300 -84 -0020.
The earlier reports were:

Analysevof Error Associated with the Application and Allocation Aspects
of the Campus-Based Programs (February 27, 1984)

Analysis of Error Associated with the Application and Allocation Aspects
of the Campus -Based P 'rograms: Results from Initial Data Collection (May
1934) ..

Improving Quality in the Application Portion of the Processing. Fiscal
Operations lieport 'and Application to Participate: An Approach to
Developing and Refining Edit Checks (August 1984)

3
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Analysis of Error Associated with the Application and Allocation Aspects
. of the Campus-Based Program: Plan. forRraining QC iY Stage I Analysis

(October 1984)
i, . a

The preliminary reports, ( the Campus-Based\
Program and GSL,Certification Process: Flash Report) also included a chapter,
°Preliminary Analyais of Error Associated with the AppliCatiOn Aspects of the

-` Campus7Based Programs."

t

1.

ubmitted on October 5 1984 Error

. ,
2.0 DEFINIMONS, PROBLEMS, AND

there is a large number of -theoretical or possible errors within the FISAP.
. _

process which could lead to misallocation of Carnipus-Based funds to 'Institutions.
However, data collection problems and other firnitations of this study restricted its

4

focus to a subset of these errors. Data collection problems and potential errors have
been described more hilly in previous reportp, especially the May 1984 paper, and are
only summarized here.-

2.1 Definitions of FISAP Errors V
8

Errors affectin allocatioh of C6pus-Ba.sed funds can be made by the
institution, ED, and processing contractors: Institutional errors can be divided into
conceptual errors and transcription errors. Staff at the institution responsible for
compiling the data may misundej-stand ED's requirements and lefinitions an may,
therefore, include students or funds ibich should be excluded or omit students or funds
w/iich should be included. Institutions with branches or severaj, campuses may be
4nfused about whether to comblnedata from them\orreport on them separately.

Often various offices contribute data; t r may misunderstand -even if the office
which actually compiles and submits the report has the correct definitions. OnCe an
institution has compiled the data for the FISAP--correctly or incorrectlyit can still
`make _arithmatic or transcription errors when filling out the FISAP form itself.
Moreover, after the school'sendi in its MAP, ED or its processing contractor can lose
or misfile it, enter data incorrectly onto magnetic tape; or make errors in editing tne
data or calculating the institutional allocations.

Most (of these errors could not be detected with the resoUrces'and methodology
of this study. Internal institutionaj errors, for instance, could only ha;re'beeri found by

4 at
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detailed, comprehensive audits of institutional reco)ds. FT;Iiction of data-processing
errors would have required item -by-itdkm comparisons of the FISAP's as submitted to
the data entry contractor with machint-readable output. Therefore, for this study we
consider* differences between FISAP entries and comparable items on other, reports °"-4°

to be potential errors, to be investigated during visits to the institution; which were
intended pricipally to collect other,data. "Other reports" included, forms submitted in
response to tte Higher Educlati"o General Information Survey (HE.C4,), reports, on
expenditures of aid under the Pell Grant ram, and FISAPs for the previous year...

This approach produced a total. of 83 pote rors or "disCrepancies,"' as
shown in Table.I (a slight revision of Table I in the Octob 1984 report). We /otind_all
but 3 "of the enrollment discrepancies by comparing FISAP and data; we
discovered 3 enrollment discrepancies and the other._ 23 discrepancies in tuition and
fees receipts, fsell expenditures, and income Of eligible aid applicants by comparing
this yeaielata to the same items in the previous year. Most of these, discrepancies
were resolved during the Institutional visits, but 27 were not. Of these, four were
based on cross-year data. Although they had not,peen resolved, ev'n large yearly_
changes were not considered Qonclusive evidence of an error. On ,the other hand, in

, the 'remaining cases enrollment error, institutions clearly had not f6llowed
instructions to transfer to the FISAP specific items from their HEGIS reports.
Therefore, the errors being analyzed in this report consist of failure to report the
correct enrollment data.

\..

2.2 Data Collection Problems

The number of errors which could bejailalyzed for this report was limited by
several practical data collection problems. the results of some of these' problems can
be seen in Table 2'in/he difference between "Discrepancies Identified fee Review" acid
"Responses Received" and in the lour cases of "Discrepancies Not Resolved" which did

.

not involve enrollment. data. Other problems prevented even the initial identification
of discrepancies.

Problems preventing identification of discrepancies included missing data and
differences in definitions. For some schools, the relevant alternative data source,
such as one of the HEGIS surveys, was not available. Moreover, HEGIS coverage is not

t
completemany proprietary, private nonprofit, and regional vocational-technical

5
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TABLE I

ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
APPLICATION PORTION OF THE FISAP:

SELECTED STATISTICS .

,

Discrepanc, 'teem

ittalfoolies Received* Comparisons Discrepeacies Resolved f Not Resolved
Number cd

Discrepancies
Identified

For Review

.

Number
3

Percent. ....
Source

Crosb-
Year

.

... .. ..

Number Peeceritese

Em utlinentb ''''" 60 52 SS%

.

50 .3 29

-
56% 23c '44%

Tuition and Fees a 8 100, 3 5 5 63 3 31

!'el! Expenditures
,

7 6 75 3 , 0- 6' x100 0 ,
..

.

0

.
- Eligible Applicant

Income
1

-
6 75 0

.
6 5 33 I

.

17

TOTAL

-

.
83 72

7

, 34 56 14

_

45 63 27

,

3S

t.
01 -a 3 institutions identified 1.1r item ibscrepance resolutions 61 provided information on 70 discrepancies.

01 total enrollment discrepancies, all but three were generated by coinparisons,to 11E.CAS.

Theinrollinent discrepancy for one institution was both cross-source arid t.ross-year. It was counted as one separate error, with oteresolution.
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§chpols do not file HEGIS forms. For these schools, there was either no alternative
data source or a source on which the data could have different definitions. Data also
had to be considered missing when MAE and-HEGIS were completed for different

.4) reporting units, such as differeitcomblnations of schools, branches, or campuses of a
university. Finally, FISAP's themselves were missing for 25 of the 275 institutions.

Field data collection problems also hindered the analysis. 'Some institutions were
unable to respond to inquiries about discrepancies because the only knowledgable
staff or the necessary documents were not available at the time of the visit. A few of
the 275 sampled institutions did not participate in the Title IV Quality Control. Project
for reasons unrelated to the sqdy of FISAP error.

2.3 Limitations of This Report

c.sse
Because of the problems,disc d in the two preceding sections; only limited use

can be made of the .data we collected on FISAP allocation errors. In the next chapter
we discuss how we estimated national error levels and present and analyze our
estimates. The estimatet are, however, restricted to the allocation consequences of
just one of the Several ptettial 'ISAP errors: not reporting the same >tudent
enrollment data on the FISAP as on the HEGIS Fall Enrollment report. Since the
estimates here deal with error attributable to oily one of several variables in the
allotatioh algorithm, they must be interpreted as partial estimates of the total amount
of error in the allocation process.

The second caution" which must be emphasized is that the existence of. "error" In
allocation of Cslinpus-Based funds does not at all imply that elimination of this error
w9(ild lea& to any cost savings for the Federal government. The allocation process is
an iterative one designed to distribute all available funds to participating institutions

4
on the basis of student need. Errors cause some institutions to,receive more money to
'distribute to their students than they would otherwise while other institutionget less.
Elimination of this error would lead 'to a different distribution of funds, closet to the'
policy intent which the regulations and allocation formulas express, but not to any
reduction in expenditures.

44'
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3.0 'MAP ALLOCA31Q ERROR

Within the limitations described in the preceding sectiZ1h, we recalculated- the
allocation for each Campus-Based program 'to each sample institution with a FISAP
enrollment error. The overall change was small, frith many of the institutioDs being
unaffected. We also estimated the change in aggregate need resulting from FISAP
enrolltent error.

3.1 4pthods of Estimating Need and Alkcation Error

We estimated allocation error Sy substituting the correct (HEGIS) e
data for the iiformation submitted on the aFISAP and following the effects of thi
change through the allocation _formula for each school. We then' multiplied' each
allocation change 'Noy the institution's weight and summed the Weighted changes to

'produce a national estimate.

1., ,,.

Enrollment data are' not used in' the allocation formula directly.' Rather,:
instituter% also rep;art total income for tuition and fees, which ED divides by the

panumber of students to find the average tuition and fees id. Therefore, if an
institution reported fewer students on the FISAP than' on the. HEGIS Fall Enrollment*
form, correcting the, enrollment data upward corrected average. tuition and .f paid

f. .downward; conversely, reducing the enrollment raised the average tuition and fees.
Any -change in tuition and fees can affect the aggregate. student need on which'
institutional allocations are based by changing the average student's cost..

The SEOG need formiila for instituLtionAs

N . ----- (.75(T. + L)A,lu U
. 25 ( I iu)

- where
. r

N . Need

iverage tuition and,fees

L Average living cost, set at $3200 for 1983-84

A . Number ot eligible aid applicants.

F . Aggregate expected family contribution

8

I
1.4 0 6

A

. 1

AAA'r
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P. = Pell expenditures

S = Expeoditures'of state aid

I = Institutional aid expenditures

-and u indicates elements applyirig to or derived from undeCgraduates
the formula for. need. adjusted for FISAP 'enrollment error, N'i

siirecAirittated element is sim WY.

= (. 75(Tiu + 3200) Aiu) - F . i

only. Therefore,
(primes indicate

S . .25

Recalculating- self-help need for the CW-S and NDSL recalculations was more
difficult. Self-help need is the sum of the self-help needs in 15 income categories' of

_independent andelependent undergraduates and gradiate students, or 60 categkies for
institutions with post-baccalaureate students. Within a category, the self-help need is
the number of eligible aid applicants in the category multiplied by the lesser of cost
'(average tuition and feis plus the $3200 allowed for living costs) minus. a constant
expected family contribtition for a.I.I'aiditpplicants in the category; or by 25 percent of
cost.. However, categorical self -help need may never be Mess than zero. Therefore,-.

the formula for a self-helped need at institution i for student type .1.(vyhereris u for
undergraduate; or A for gradu4tes) in income group k with dependency status! (where d.
is,c1 for dependent students and s for independent students)-is:

Nij.. kl.

where

n

E =

Therefore,

n ijkl (rtax ,[0 ;min + 3200 -7
E jkl i);

(.25(T + 3200) 1,1)j

Number of eligible aid applicants in categOry

dard EFC for students in category

Nil.( 0;min( (V..jkl ijkrna-xlr a.;

and

N!
jkl ijkl

;+3200 - E )jkl . 2 + 3200)-.

aving ,calculated need charige fgr the sample institutions with error,- we could
e the total need*er-ror among all institutions particpating in the Campus-Based

ms. We multiplied the change in each institution's Allocation loiy a weight equal

9
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a

-.1

.

Therefore, tstial need error foie-act) program is
. .

,
t

-

aid total absolute. need' error j,s the 'sum of the weighted institutional errors,
disregarding their signs, pr .''`

jNI N..1)1
i 1

a

Chingingthe need elements in the allocation formulas has a domino effect which
s to changes in many of the other elements. Relative state need, for instance, is

the institution's need divided by, the sum of the needs for, all institutithis in the stiterr
or

II. N.
2.111 .

/ZN.

where

R1,111.
4

.-: relative need for institution I in state m

To hold the rest of the state constant, we divided the revised-need by the state need
adjusted for the change in need of the institution under consideration. Therefore

R! = N! /[(ZN ) + N! Niim im

Institutions also receive adjustments to their allocations because some institutions do
not get all the money to which they were entitled according to their relative need,
because they were being penalized for excessive NI SL defaults or hadnot applied for
their-full entitlements.--Theccalculations of these. adjustments were not reflected in

;

any of the allocation worksheets to which we had access. Therefore, we adjuited each
fr

. O.
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revised allocation by the ratio between the institution's original allocation on the basis
4: of its incorrect FISAP enrollmet;t report' (before adjustment) and its actual original

alla'cation (aker adjustment), or

Xi = X6 i(X/ii/X0,1

where

X.= allocation for school i

fib

04

SuiSscript 9 indicates the allocation before adjustment, and subscript indicates the
allocation fter adjustment.

IP

To calculate total net error, Y, for a specific Campus-Basifi ,program, we

multiplied the change in each institution's allocatio%by its weight, or

= Z(W.(X'1, - X
1 .))

r
We also calculated total gross error, the sum of the absolute allocation changes, or

ly1 = w c'x' x I))

3.2' Estimates of Need and Allocation Error
4.

A.

-

Table 2 shows our estimates of total error in need calculations, both net and
absolute, arising from misreporting. of enrollment on the FISAP. Net errors amount to
only 1.2 percent of self-help need at institutions with error, and 17 percent of SEOC
need at those institutions. Absolute error is 3.3 perCent of self-help need. and 19.4
percent of SE.OG need. Because there was no national fair share money in any of the
programs in 1983 -84, E'D did not cliculate national need totals; therefore, we cannot
relate these need errors to total need.

Table 3 shows our estimates of the total amount of allocation error, both net and

4,

absolute, with the number of institutions whose allocations were affected by FISAP
errors and the- magnitude of the error in relation to total allocations. Of the 23
schools .that still had unresolved discrepancies in their FISAP enrollment reports after
our visits, we could not find original FISAP's for 2. Therefore; we did not have the

11 BEST COPY 1.VidLABLE



TABLE 2

ESTIMATES OF NEED ERROR

Need Type

SEOG Need

Sell-Help Need

44,

Number of
Schools

Total need Change
Net

Thousands)
Absolute

21 33,883 33,932

21 2,529 18,598 .

WO.

TABLE 3

ESTIMATES OF ALLOCATION ERROR

'Number of
Schools

With
With Allocation,

Program Error Change

Total Allocation
Ch.inge
Thousands)

Net Absolute

Relative Allocation
Change

(Percent)
Net Absolute

CW-S

NMI.

SEOG

Total

21a

itab

21

15

13

8

-759

+1 1

-311

1,222

2,106

311

0.14

0.64

0.08

0.22

Iti 16°

0.08 4

60- 36 3,639 0.33

.
a

F1SAP's were unavailable for two institutions; therefore, need could not be recalculated
for CW -S and NMI..

b
Three schools did :not participate in the. NDSL program.

12 15
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- detailed breakdown of eligible aid applicants by' income which -we needed to
recalculate need.

Although all the instituions being considered here had FISAP errors 'Which.could
have affected t eir allocations, overall only 60 Percent of the allocations would have
changed. ost of the institution's -th errors but no, allocation change were in states
in whi the conditional guar es totalled more than the state's allocation;
therefore, there was no state fair share money to distribute on the basis of aggregate
need at individuAl institutions. One school had no..NDSL rallocation because of an
excessive default rate; this situation was not changed by' recalculation of the school's

I
aggregate self-help need.

Total allocation errors, as estimated on'the basis or the pilot Title IV quality
control silky were small in both absolute and relative terms. The sum of the weighted
valuei of all allocation changes Was negative for tie CW-S and ,SEOG programs,
indicating that the schools in error got more money than they should have; correction
of these errors would have freed money for the institutions which did not misreport-
their enrollments. In the NDSL progrim, the sum, of allocation changes was positive,
indicating that these schools were underfunded as a result of thiir MAP errors. The
total amount of money in errorcounting both positive and negative changes as errors
in the same 1irection, rather than letting overallocations offset undprallocationswas
slightly over $1 million in the CW-S program, slightly over $2 million in the NDSL
Program, and only about $300,000 in the SEOG program. In the three 'Programs
combined, only about $3,600,000 was misallocated as a result of FISAP enrollment
error.

The right 'columns of Table 3 show that these misallocations involve only
miniscule amounts in relation to-the total allocations. The errors amounted to hardly
Mpre than 1 percent of NDSL Federal capital contribtions; but to le s than $1 for
every $450 of CW-5 subsidies and to about $1 for every $1250 in SEOG gr ts.

3.3 Analysis of Allocation Error

Not only was total allocation error small, but most allocations were unaffected
by, misreporting of enrollments on the FISAP. None of the IS institutions for which

13
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,we could cakulate alloction changes'in all three/ programs hag no change in all three,
but "Exemplar State College" can serve as an example of the several whiCh ad
changes in two programs.' Table 4 shows ey allocition variables before and as
correction. Exemplar reported 3,747 undergraduates on its FISAP but 4,614 in the
REGIS Fall Enrollment survey. Since total tuition and fees remained the same, the
error increased average tuition and fees per student by 23 percent, a rather large
differences Because students are allowed $3200 per year for living expense-s, the cost

of edUcation,at this low-cost' school was only raised.it by 4"percent; however, this
small change caused a 25 percent increase in SEbG need and a 54 perceni increase in
the self-help need used to calculate GW-S 'allotments. 'In both cases, the institution's
"fair share" of the state allotment -increased nearly proporttely. However, the
sum of SEOG conditional guarantees for all schools in the state exceeded the state's
SEOG allocation. Therefore, schools did not even .get their full conditional guarantees
and fhere was no money left over to allocate on the ba s f need. Although
Exemplar's allocation would have born less than its conditional g ntee using either
enrollment datum, it would have received its guarantee if enough money had been
available; thus its SEOG allocation would have been unchanged. The CW -S allocation-
worked out only slightly differently. Although there was money available to add-to
CW-5 donditional guarantees in the state, Exemplar had no share in this money
because even with its need exaggerated by the underreporting of its enrollment, its
conditional guarantee exceeded Its state fair share. .

Exemplar State's NDSL allocation was affected, however. Like its relative state
need for CW-S, its NDSL relative state need fell'by 35 percent.. The result of this
change was a decrease in its overall lending ability shortfall, (line 20 of Table 3) by 89
percent, as its canditonal guarantee for Federal capital contributions, plus furids from
collections and the required institution matching, now nearly_ equalled the revised
level-of-effort guarantee. Exemplar's share of the funds available in the state to meet
these shortfalls fell the same S9 percent (line 22). Since the conditional guarantee di,d
not change, the sum of the conditional guarantee and funds from the state fair share
pool decreaSed by only 69 percent, still a substantial drop (line. 23).

'This is an actual case whose name we have disguised, not a hypothetical one or
a composite of several institutions.
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TABLE 4

ALLOCATION EFFECTS OF FISAP ERROR
AT EXEMPLAR STATE COLLEGE

I
F

1. Undergraduate Enrollment
2. Average Tuition and Fees
3. Cost of.Education

SEOG
4. Need
5. Relative State Need
6. State Fair Share
7. Conditional Guarantee
8. -Funds for Stale Shortfalls
9. %State Increase to Cond. Guar.

10. Allocation

11: Self-HelP Need

CW-S
12. Relative State Need .0066527
13. ,State.Fair Share $ 224,431
14. Conditional Guarantee $ 244,618
15. Funds for State Shortfalls $1,811,4q
16. State Increa4e to Cond. Guar. $ 0
17. Allocation $ 244,431

Reported
Data,a

3,747
832

$1,179,622
.0052243

$ 101,378
$ 155,180
$ 0
$ 0
$ 151,021.

$1,700,701

NDSL
Conditionalt=arantee-FCCc $ 9,229

19. Relative State Need
d .0067129

20. Inst. State Shortfall-LOE $ 87,293
21. Inst. Rel. State Shortfall-LOEd .0117140
22. State Increase to Adjusted

Conditional Guarantee.. -FCC $ 30,578
23. Conditional Gugrantee and State

Increase-FCC (Allodation) $ 39,807

Besi, Percent "
'Data ' Chang

4,614 23
676 23

3,876 4

$ 947,460
.0042006

$ 81,510
$ 155,180
$ 0

0
$ 151,021

$1,107,250

.0043413
$ 146,457
$ 244,618
$1,811,463
$ 0
$ -244,431

9,229
.0043807'

9,221
.0012505

25

24

54

35
53

35
89

3,264 89

12,493 69.

a
Data reported by institution on FISAP or used by ED to calculate allocation.

b
Data that should have been reported by institution or would have been used, by

-ED if IFISAP had been correct.
cFederal capital contribution- -the amount which the Federal government will

contribute to add to the institution's-revolving fund.
d 4

'Level of Effort-total new loans to be made by the institution during the award
year, from repayments of old loans, iiCC, and institutions matching funds (10 percent
of FCC).
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Exemplar State had a larger error in its original enrollrpent report than many of
the 23 institutions being analyzed here. As the example demonstrates, such errors cp
be magnified greatly by the allocation formulas, but only if there is money in the state
fair share pool to add to conditional guarantees.

ar

,Although other.effects of FISAP errors may be greater, the errors we have been
able to analyze here are so small that they should not be a -subject of major concern.
It is true that some institutions would get more or less money fii;)rii at least one of the
Campus-Based programs if every institution reported the correct number on the
FISAP. However, our error estimates indicate that the average absolute .allocation
error for schools with,FISAP enrollment errors was about $5,000 in the CW-S program,
alSout $10,000 in NDSL Federal' capital contributions, and about $1,209 in the SEOG-
program. Institutions which completed their FISAP's correctly would -be, affected
much less, probably on the order of a few hundred dolirs on average in. the CW-S arid
NDSL programs a few tens 9f-dollars in the SEOG program.

3.4- Institution 3ystifications and Comments

Since our data collection for this report included interviews with financial,aid
directors of sampled institutions at which-they were asked to explain -the discrepancies
between FISAP and HEGIS enrollment data, we have a body. of qualitative data which

4 suggests some of the rea4ons for misreporting. At some institutions, the financial aid
directors. evidently did not agree that the enrollment data requested in the FISAP
instructions accurately reflected their schools' "true" enrollments and so they
submitted other figures.' In other cases, the financial aid directors delegated the
enrollment items of the FISAP to some other offices in the institutions'
administrations, and did not know whet figures their registrars,"offices of institutional
research, or whatever had s entered. Our field staff not have time for followup

,interviews in these cases to try to find out wily these other administrators had not
followed the instructions.

. 3.5 Recommendations

tt
Although the enrollment reporting errors n the FISAP have only a slight effect

on allocation of Camptis-3ased funds, ED could ke one" of three steps to reduce this



.4'

- r
particular problem:

Clearer FISAP instructions

Cross-source editing.

Cross-source data collection
1

Although th9 FLSAP instructions are clear endUgh about transferring HEGIS data,
specify ing line numbers, it appears that some institutions do not realize
importalf repefting these numbers exactly.' Therefore, they try to "irhprdve" the
accuracy of the data by using other figures. Ark explanation of how the numbers are
Used-;-that the enrollment data are used with the tuition and fees data to compute
average tuition and feesmight reduce this source of error. In particular; pointing out
the effects of adding to the numbers already reported to HEGISthat this can reduce
an institution's allocationis likely to keep at leastsime institutions 'from losing funds
in an honest but misguided effort to improve the accuracy of their FISAP'S.

e

Routine cross-source editing-- comparing the enrollment data that has been
entered onto magnetic tape with the comparable HEGIS itemr--would repeal the same
discrepancies for all institutions that file both repo.rts as we were able to Uncover
through a manual comparison of he records for only 281 institutions. However,
certain definitional problems could occur in comparing FISAP to HEGIS unless one of
them were changed; see our report of August 1984, IrRproving Quality in the
Application Portion of the Processins Fiscal Operations Report and Application to
Participate: An ApRroach to Developing and Defining Edit Checks, page, 19. This
paper is attached as an appendix.

Cross-source data collection would be a step beyond cross-source editing. Given
that the data, on the FISAP discussed here are supposed to be the same as on HEGIS
questionnaires, ED could take the data directly from HEGIS tapes for institutions
whicA are part of HEMS. Institutions should still be asked to enter these data on the
FISAP for two reasons: first, the data would then be available as a backup to HEGIS;
second, instructions to amitiHEGIS data if the school is ct HEGIS participant would

. probably lead to omissr by some schdols which are.not part of HEGIS.

a
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a

The second and third steps -would require some adjustment of either HEGIS or the
FISAP. The most practical adjustment would probably be to compute the Campus-
liaed allocations from revised or. updated HEGIS numbers rather than from the HEGIS
data originally. submitted. Theoretically, this step would 2rodyce 'better allotcations
since the revised data should reflect institutional,entollments more ac rarely than
unrevised data. The allocation process would also have to be change so that
allocations were made to the sarve units or subdivisions, such as individual colleges or
campuses, that file their own HEGIS reports.

4/
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IMPgOVING QUALITY IN THE APPLICATION .
PORTION OF THE-PROCESSING FISCAL OPERATIONS REPORT

AND APPLICATION TO PARTICIPATE
I

4,,

AN AP-PROACH TO DEV/PING AND REFINING
EDIT CHECKS

August 1984

Submitted by:

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, INC.
12001 Sunrise Valley Drive

Reston, VA -22090
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INTRODUCTION

Advanced Technology ,h,is coNiucted various analyses associateci with-the Fiscal
Operations Report and Application to Partitdipate (FISAP) in the Campus -Based
student aid programs. These analyses are part of the' Title IV Quality Control study
that will assess for the Division of Quality Assurance (D9A), Office ot Student
Financial Assistance -(0SFA) the quality 6f.delivery of Campus-Based student, aid funds

.

to students enrolled at institutions participating in the three Campus-Based programs.
r .

.. The first activity of the FISAP analysis involved data collection at the Depart-
ment of Education (ED). r Advancecl Technology data collectors conduc*d a series of

J
manual edits for the 275 iittitutions participating in the Campus-Based programs that
were sampled for the Spring 1984 Title IV Quality Control data colleciion.k

These 'edits included cross-year comparisons of FLSAP data elements and cross-
data source comparisons with the Pell Grant Disbursrnent System file and 1- ligher
Education General- Information Survey '(HEGIS) files. Institutions that were found to
have discrepancies in FISAP data elements were identified .for further data retrieval.
The results of this first activity are contained in &report entitled "Analysis of Error
Associated with the Application- and Allocation Aspects of the Campus-Based Pro-
grams:. Results from Initial Collectioni" submitted to DQA in May 1984.

The second activity consisted of a supplemental FISAP data collection conducted

during the Title IV data collectiop at those institutions identified through the manual
edits described above. Financial aid 'administrators and registrars were asked to
resolve extant discrepancies. These data are still being analyzed and a report will be

produced in the next several months.

The focus of this report is the recommendatl of edits that can be performed on
the application portion of the FISAP by the processor including recommended initial
tolerances for these edit checks. However, since theierto) Ifirances have been
developed through qualitative analytic methods and since data are currently unavail-
able with which to establish tolerances through quantative methods, the report also
proposes a longer-term approath to assessing the efficacy of recom d edit
checks, the adequacy of recommended tolerances. This approach iude;-)

BEST CC:1Y PIAILABLE-



developing a data gatheririg and analysis plan for analyzing -the validity of potential
edits and reasonable tolerances forldits.

Bacicgrot.ind .4%d -Nature of the Problem

The application and funding' for the -three Campus-Based ograms,
Cp liege Wo k-Study (CW-S), Natio Student Loan (NDSL), and Supplemental
Educatio Opportunity Grants -(SEOG) if complex, tinle-consurning, and potentially-.
error prone. Campus-Based 'student financial aid funds are allocated to participating
institutions in each state by a process in which the overall financial nevi of students
at one eligible institution is compared to the need of students attending other
applicant institutions in that state and in the nation as a whole. For toth the MAL
and CW-S programs, an institution receives an allocation computed in threetgeneral,
stages from data filed t!y institutions on the application portion of the FISAP:

r /

00

(1) A'ebonditiohal guarantee

(2) &state increase based on its "fair share" of the state apportionme&

(3). A national increase based on its "fair share" of the national appropriation.

For SEOG, theallocation is computed in four general stages (for previOus program
participants):

(1) A conditional guarantee

(2) An initial year (I?) state increase based on its "fair share
apportionment 4e

(3) An IY national increase based on its "fair share" of the-national IY7portion
of the, VOG appropriation

(4) A continuing year (CY) national increase based on its "fair share", of the
national CY portion of the SEOG appropriatiOn.

of the state's IY

Through more than a decade of evolution the attempts to i crease the validity of
application forms dnci ensure more accurate and more equitab e.'distribution of funds
have complicated the application as well as application processing. The potential for
errors by the institutions and the processing system has ais6 increased. This increase

in complexity i.nd resultant increases in the opportunity for error, corhbined with an

1,M1.ASLE
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increasing number 'of Participating institutions (currently over 4,000L have caused a
good deal of,attention to be focused on FISAP processing byOSPA and others.

This report focuses on one area that continues to -receive attention, namely, the
accuracy of, data submitted by institutions on -the application portion of the. FISAP.
These data are cr.itical since they determine, to a degree, the institutions' funding
level for each of, the tampus-i3ased programs.

Application Processing

.., -

%.,

A major area of OSF concern relates to the computerized processing of the
FISAP by The contractor which produces 'an. institution's initial allocation. The

allocation is based_ on the fundin / formula, current regulations,' and the program
appropriatiOns. Last-minute c es to regulatIons . and . delays in receiving the
appropriations, result in last-minute moclifiCations to program modules in \the process
ing system. Edit checks must be modified to accomodate these changes,\potentially
resulting in processing delays. While such modifieations cannot be controlled, they
must be considered in developing an

,

pproach to systematic application edit checks.

.
Ideally, institutions would like 'to know in January 'how much money Will be

available to award to stiwients for the following academic year: In recent years many
institutions have not received a final allocation before awarding aid to students. In

part this delay has been caused by the last-minute nature of the changes noted above
and delays in the funding process. -However, when considering a comprehensive system

of edit checks, care must be taken, in order not to overburden a large number of
institutions with error messages and correction requests which would slow corrections
and processing required to produce the final. allocation. Such edits can quickly reach
thelleint of return.

Follow-up Procedures

Once schools have received error messages noting specific line items on the
FISAP which failed to pass system edit checks, it is their responsibility to make the
necessary corrections and forward the corrected items to OSFA for reprocessing.
Although certain uncorrected items will trigger a flag in the system and the institution

3
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be put on ''hold," other, corferetion failures%o through the system and still permit
an inStit4tiOn to receive an'iial award?. :Ill some cases that initial allocation is in

,./,;1 -.1 funds 1

I
, ' error :and. the' institution unknowkngly -awarcis 1Qs .it is not entitled, to award.

* . . .-: . Inabl.,iity,, of tSFA to" follow up the statu t. of corrections and, appeals to initial
al 1 OC 4TiO t'iS : iS cue in large; part fplinsufficient staff to track corrections and 'appeals

-- ,
.;. i, ;,. - . \ wi-ylc.h,anti ally come -from iin incfeaiing.percentage.of over 4,000 schools participating

......,.

.-- , ,,ilk4 hi Otr a m . System tracking procedures for corrections submitted for reprocess
, , .

...,. , :.,`.-ing.(e't ing.reportt). and 'prompt resolution of alloc.ations for "-hold" in.stitutions are

.
.

.

p

.supports: follow74p. procedures which are contractor responsibilities. Each of these
areas affects 'the.)quality and integrity of the SAP process and is.another aspect of
OS A concern. This report deals in a limited -Manner with these areas. .

GENE.,-RAL A?PROACH TO DEVELOPING EDIT CHECKS

The''''Campusi-.1Wed: processor's draft quality control plan identifies 109 edit
'''chlicics.for the FISAP. However, only 13 of these edits relate to the application

bt

pdtinof the FISAP. In addition, these. edits are restricted primarily to internaL.
'arithmetic and consistency tests.

The edit checks recommended in this report include several additional internal
.edits: Also recommended are cross-year edits checks and -cross-ciata source els
checks using Pell and HEGIS data. .

Fundamental Design Principles
.

The development of the series of edit checks enumerated in the fflwing
sections is based on sevsral principles which focus on the inherent qualities of an
effective quality control system for the application portion of FISAP and its
relationship to the Campus-Based delivery system, particularly the capabilities of the
two main actors, institutions, and ED. The principles embodied in our approach
include:

p.

Comprehensiveness

:. Efficiency

Congruity.

r !.7 T 17.0 *
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- Verifiability

L.

-e

Comprehensiveness as a design principle ensures that all meaningful edits will be
conducted and all possible data sources .will be utilized. Efficiency has more
dimensions as a design principle. The first dimension considersthe capability of the
system to discriminate between erroneous data and reasonable year to year changes. in
,data that often occur at institutions subject to dynamic circumstances. A system of
edit checks must.he able: to identify large numbers of errors in a systematic rather
than random fashion and to target error prone cases.

The second dimension of the efficiency principle is the ability to elicit change-
in data elements from institutions and to track and incorporate these changes into the
processing system. expeditiously. Consequently, neither an inordinately large number
of edits nor an unnecessarily large number of cases, as discussed above, should, be
produced. Either .condition would have adverse impacts on institutions and the ED
staff and-processor.

The net design principle is congruity, which implies that the treatment assigned-,
relates dlr. pctly to the importance of the -dati item and the reliability of the data
soCirces and tolerance levels used in the edits. The 1st deign principle is to maximize
the,number of edits that have directly verifiable information.

Approach

A two &staged approach to developing, an effective set of edit checks is proposed.

This approacth'is proposed for two reasons. First, as our prLor reports indicated, there
is no clear definition' or determination of what constitutes an error. ,Second, a

preliminary analysis of our data collection at institutions raised significant questions ,

about d,ir.ect comparability of certain types of comparison data. This would suggest

that more detailed'analysis is required.

The first- stage consists of a thorough review of the current edits and the
application document in order to develop, evaluate, and recommend edit checks for
implementation for this processing 'year. Potential edits were also identified, but are
not recommended for implementation this yet. Rather they are recommended for
further analysis and implementation during the next processing year. Initial tolerance

4 PT r( LA!.1.1.1
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levels are recommended for this processing year. These were developed through
qualitative analysis,. including analysis of edit tolerance structures and levels used in
other processing systems. First stage activities included the following:

Review processor's draft QC plan

Analyze other processing systems

Analyze proposed edits and, the application document

Reyiew edits proposed in the QC plan, as well as omissions

Develop comprehensive list of potential edits

Identify data sources

Develop initial tolerances

Identify edits to recommend for further analysis and possible implementa-
tion during 1984-85 processing year.

The results of this phase are, presented in the next section. Briefly, the results.:
include additional internal edits not covered in the QC plap; internal or external data
sources for each of the 24 edits,developed; and a tolerance structure that is'sensitive
both to magnitude of the change in data elements and the reliability of the data
sources used for comparison..

The second phase of the proposed approach has two objectives andoachieves these

through developing an analysis plan and conducting longer term analysis. The first, of

these objectives is to refine the tolerance levels based on current processing year
performance and cross year analysis. Measures of performance could include the rate
of edit failure, magrStudes and frequencies of corrections.

The second objective concerns the collection and analysis,.4.clata with which to
assess the feasibility of edits proposed in the following section but not recommended

for implementation during this processing year In addition, analysis will be conducted ;

to identify additional edits or more elegant and efficient means of conducting edits.

The approaches that .will be investigated include error prone selection and

edits. Multi-level edits could include sequentibt" edits so that an application that fails

an initial edit would be subject to a battery of other edits to attempt to determine

4 T C 7'Y ,.... LIT
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whether the, data are the result of legitimate changes in characteristics or actual
errors. The feasibility, of multi-level treatment for edit failures must also receive
careful attention. For instance, small changes, even though they are suspected to be
in error can simply be flagged and proCess may continue. However, errors of large
magnitudes or patterns may require putting an application on hold. . -1

We propose to.submit such an analysis plan in 60 to 90 days.

DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL FISAP EDITS

The optimum machine editing system for processing the' application portion of
the FISAP should perform three functions: The system first must ensure that data
reported on the FISAP is internally consistent. Checks should be made td- make
certaiA that the respondent's arithmetic is correct, that all required entries have beeh
made, and that the relationships between data are logical. Second, since institutions
'annually submit the,FISAP, the editing system should ensure the cross-Year consist-
ency of data. Most data elements on the FISAP should not change dramatically from.
year-to-year. Inasmuch as the prior year FISAP files can be considered "clean," they
should be considered as a good base for 'evaluating values on the current Year FISAP.

Finally, the optimum editing system should ensure the consistency of FISAP data with
other higher education, data collected by the. Department-of Education. The Pell Giant
Disbursement System and HEGIS, for instance, collect some data which are defirtitict
ally consistent with data collected on the FISAP. 1;

Figure. 1 shows the.13 edit checks currently used on the appliditiorvportid of

the FISAP. As the figure shows, the current 'edits address only the int

consistency of. FISAP data. %s such, the current editing systerh is Limited in the kind
of errors and inconsistenciey It can detect. A FISAP form, for example, may have
data which is internally consistent7and, therefore, judged "clean" by the. current
systemyet have errors which have a direct and possibly sig,nificant impact on the
distribution of Campus-Based aid.

Experience conducting manual validation of FISAPs from 275 sampled institu-
tions has suggested 24 specific edit checks that should be considered forliocorporation

in the FISAP application editing system. The 24 edits which are specified in Figure 2
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1. . Institutions with expended funds in the fiscal, operations report year must
designate a request for' funds for the upcoming award year on page 11, section A,
lines 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5.

2. Total expenditures on page 11, line 13 must equal the sum of the individual
expenditures, in lines 10, 11, and 12.

The NDSLIFCC requeSt, page II, section A, line 2 must be less than the NDSL
LOE,requesto page 11, section A, line 1.

4. When tuition revenue is on page 13, section E, line 15, column a, enrollment data
must be entered on section G, line 36, column a, or lines 39 through 51, column
a.

5. When tuition revenue is on page 13, section .E, line 15, column b, enrollment data
must be entered on section G, line 37, column b, or lines 39 through 51, column
b.

as.

6. Total dependent underdaduate eligible aid applicants on page 13, section F, line
35, column a, must equal-the sum of lines 19 through 34, column a.

Total dependent graduate/professional eligible aid applicants on page 13, section
F, line 35, colunr b must equal the sum of lines 19 through 34, c mn b.

8. Total independent undergraduate eligible aid, applications on page 13, section F,
line 35, column e, must equal zh.e sum of lines 19 through 34, column c.

9. Total independent graduate/professional eligible aid applicants on page 13,
section. F, line 35, columed must equal the sum of lines 19 through 34, column d.f-

10. When total` number of students is entered on page 13, section'G, line 36, columns
a or b, there must be no entries in lines 39 through 51, columns a and b.

11. When page 13, section G, has entries shown in lines 39 through 51, there must be
no entries shown in section F,. lines 19 through 35, columns b and d, and in
section G, Sine 36, column b.

12. Total nan- traditional continuing students on page 13, section G, line 51, column a
must equal the sum of lines- 39 through 50, column a.

13. Total non-traditional new starts on page 13, section G, line 51, column b must
equal the sum of lines 39 through 50, column. b.

0

FIGURE

'DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT EDIT CHECKS
ON THE APPLICATION PORTION

rrNi-At OM' r:OF THE FISAP
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A. *INTERNAL CONSISTENCY CHECKS

Data Elements

Pell Grant Expenditures

Undergraduate Dependent Applicants

Undergraduate Independent Applicants

2. Undergraduate Dependent Applicants

Undergraduate Independent Applicants

Undergraduate Enrollment Traditional

Continuing Enrollment -- Nontraditional

New Enrollment -- Nontraditional

3. Graduate Dependent Applicants

_Graduate Independent Applicants

Graduate Enrollmerft
A

32

Section andA
Line Number
References

E16

F35

F35

F35

F35

G36a

G5la

G51b

F35.

1=35

G36b

Test /Error Condition

If Pell Grant expenditures were reported in El6 then
data for dependent or independent undergraduates must
be reported in F35.

_ .

The sum of dependent and independent undergraduates
reported in F35 must be less than or equal to the under-
graduate enrollment reported in G36a or the sum of con-
tinuing and, new enrollment reported in G5la and G51b.

4

The sum of dependent and independent graduates/profes
sionals reported in F35"must tie less than or equal to
the graduate/professional enrollment reported in G36b.

FIGURE 2

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL
MACHINE EDITS FOR THE
CAMPUS-BASIID SYSTEM 33.
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B.. CROSS-YEAR CONSISTENCY CHECKS

4

Data Elements

I. Institutional Grant Expenditures-for
Award Year 1977-78

. Undergraduate Tuition and Fees

ft

3. Graduate Tuition and Fees

3

et

BEST.COPY ir:,7%.LA3LE

Section and
1.ine Number

Rieferences

E18

El5a

Test) ror CondiOon
4

Institutional 4rprit expenditures inustequal correspond-
ing datalro last year's

Current rear NMI tindergraduate,tuitigkand fees Will
be compared with Corresponding data from last Year's

,form. The current year data must be within the follow-
ing tolerances which vary according to the level of last
year's data:

Level of Last
Year's Data

$ 0 - $ 499,999
500,000 - 99.9,999

1,000,000' - 9,999,999
10,000,000 - 19,999,999
20,000,000 and above

Tolerance Range;
for This Year's Data

+ 60% of last year's data
+ 50% of last year's data
+ 40% of last year's data
+ 30% of last year's data
+ 20% of last year's data

E1513 crrent year total graduate tuition and fees when com-
pared with corresponding data from last year's ftrin
must fall within the following tolerance ranges:

Level of Last
Year's Data

-4\
-o

500,000.

to, oog000
20, 00,0qp

FIGURE 2

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL
MACHINE' EDITS FOR THE
CAMPUS-BASf.D SYSTEM

(Continued)

$ 499,999
. 999;999
9,999,999

- 19,999,999
and above

f

Tolerance Ranges
for This Year's-Data

f
+ 60% of last year's data
I- 50% of fast year's data
+ 40% of last year's data
+ 30% of last year's data
+ 20% of last year's data

35



CROSS-YEAR CONSISTENCY CHECKS (Continued)

Data Elements

4. Pell Grant Expenditures

2

5. State Grant 'Expenditures

36

p
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Section and
Line Number
-References

E16 -

. .4.44

Test/Error Condition
.or

turrent year Pell Grant expenditures when compared
with corresponding data from last year's form must fall
within the following tolerance ranges:

Level of. Last
year's Data

100,000
500,000

1,000,000'
5,000,000

`' Tolerance Ranges
for This Year', Data

$ 99,999 + 60% of last year's data
499,999 + 50% of lAst year's-data
999,999 f 40% of list year's data

4,999,399 4- 30% of last year's data
and above ± 20% of last year's data

El? Current year state grant expenditures when compared
with corresponding data from last year's form must fall
within the following tolerance ranges:

Level of Last
Year's Data

$ 0 $ 99,999
100,000 499,999
500,000 - 999,999

1,000,000 - 4,999,999
5,0001000 and above

FIGURE 2

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL
MACHINE EDITS FOR THE
CAMPUS-BASED SYSTEM

(Continued)

1

Tolerance Ranges
for This Year's Data

+ 60% of last year's datz.
+ 50% of last year's (lai
+ 40% of last year's dati
+ 30% of last year's dati

20% Of Lait year's _datL



B. CROSS-YEAR CONSISTENCY CHECKS (Continued)

Section and
Line Number

Data Elements : References

Undergraduate Dependent Applicants

Undergraduate Independent Applicants

S

Graduate Dependent Applicants

Graduate Independent Applicants

38

a
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F35

F35

.11
Test/Error Condit ion

The sum of dependent and independent undergraduates for
the current year when compared with corresponding data
from last year's form must fall within the following
tolerance ranges:

0
1 ao

' 500
1,000
5,000

Level of Last
Year's Data

99
499
999

4.,999'-
and above

Tolerance Ranges
for This Year's Data

+ 60% of last year's data
+ 50% of last year's data
+ 40%iof last year's data
+ 30% of last year's data
+ 20% of last year's data

F35 The sum of dependent and independent graduates for th
current year when compared with corresponding data

F35 from last year's form must fall within the following tol-
erance ranges:

Level of Last Tolerance Ranges
Year's Data for This Year's Data

0,

100 -
500

1,000
5,000

FIGURE 2

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL
MACHINE EDITS FOR THE
CAMPUS-BASED SYSTEM

(Continued)

99
499
999

4,999
and above

+ 60% of last year's data
+ 50% of last year's data
+ 40% of last year's data
-7 30% of last year's data
+ 20% of last year's data
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CROSS-YEAR CONSISTENCY CHECKS (Continued)

Data Elements

Undergraduate En'rollment Traditional

Graduate Enrollment

.40

Sction and
Line Number
.References

G36a

Test/Error "Condition

Current year undergraduate enr.ollment when compared
with corresponding data from last year's form must fall
within the following tolerance r.inges:

. ,

Level of Last Tolerance Ranges
Year's Data for This Year's Data

0 - 99 + 60% of last year's data
100 - 499 + 50% of last year's data,

-500 - 999 + 40% of last yea's data
1,000 4,999 Z'' + 30% of last year's data
5,000 and above + 20% of lat year's data,.

G36b Current year graduate/professional enrollment when'
compared with corresponding data from last year's must
fall within the folldiving tolerance ranges:

Level of Lait
Yeir's Data

O. -
100 -
500. --

1,000 -

99
499
999

44,999
5,000 and above

FIGURE 2 lip

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL
MACHINE EDITS FOR THE
CAMPUS-BASED SYSTEM

(Continued)
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Tolerance Ranges. .

for This Year's Data

+ 60% of lair year's data
+ 50% of last year's data
+ 40% of last year's data
+ 30% of last year's data
+ 20% of last year data

E
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B. CROSS-YEAR CONSISTENCY CHECKS (Cobtinued),

Data Elements

10. Continuing Enrollment -- Nontraditional

a New Enrollment Nontraditional

1"; It', Total Undergraduate Tuition and Fees.
$

Undergraduate Enrollment -- Traditional

Continuing Enrollment -- Nontraditional

New Enrollment -- Nontraditional

Toil Graduate Tuition and Fees

- Graduate Erwollinent

42

BEST E

Section and
Line Number
, References

G51a.

*G514

El 5a

G36a

G5la

G51b

El5b

G36b

Teit/Error Condition

The sum mof continuing and new enrollment for the cur-
rent year when compared with corresponding data from
last year's forrnanust fall within the following tolerance
ranges:

Level of Last
Year's Data

t
t

Tolerance Ranges .

for This" Year's Data

0 99 4 60% of last year's data.
100 499 50% of last year's data
500 999 + 40% of last year's data.

1,000 , 4,999 3Q% of last year's da,ta
5,000 and above + 20% of last year's data

If total undergraduate tuition and fees increase by more
than 10% when compared with last year's data, undergrad
uate enrollment in traditional institutions or the sum of
continuing and new enrollment in nontraditional schools
must not (let/ease by 10% or more.

If total gradua,te tuition and fees increase by more than
10% when compared with last year's data, graduate en-
rollment must not decrease by 10% or more

FIGURE 2

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL
MACHINE EDITS FOR THE
CAMPUS-BASED SYSTEM

(Continued)
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CROSS-YEAR CONSISTENCY CHECKS (Continued)

Data Elements,

13. Total Undergraduate, Tuition and Fees

Undergraduate Enrollment - Traditional

Continuing Enrollment -- Nontraditional

New Enrollment Nontraditional

14. Total Graduate Tuition and Fees

Graduate Enrollment

15. Pell Grant-Expenditures

Depe dent Undergraduate Applicants
with Jncomes From $0 - $26,999

Independent Undergraduate Applicants
with Incomes From $0 - $8,999

16. Pell Grant Expenditures

Depeildent Undergraduate Applicants
with Incomes From $0 - $26,999

Independent Undergraduate' Applicants
with Income From $0 - $8,999

44
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Section and
Line Number
References

El 5a

G 36a

G51a

G5lb

E151)

G36h

E16

F19 through F27

F19 through F27

E16

F19 through F27

F19 througIfF27

FIGURE 2

Test/Error Condition

If total undergraduate tuition and fees decrease by
more than 10% when compared with last year's data,

enrollmentnrollment in traditional institutions or
the sum of continuing and new eneollment in nontradi-
tional schools must not increase by 10% or more.

If total graduate tuition and fees decrease by more than
10% when compared with last year's data, graduate enroll-
ment must not increase by 10% or more.

If Pell Grant expenditures increase by 10% or more when
compared with last year's data, the sum of dependent
applicants with, incomes below $20,999 and independent
applicants with incomes bet 8,999 must not decrease
by 10% or more.

If Pell Grant expenditures decrease by 10% or more
when compared with last year's data, the sum of depen-
dent applicants withincomes below $26,999 and indepen-
dent applicants with incomes below $8,999 must not
increase by 10% or more.

Wf.CIFICATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL
'MACHINE EDITS FOR THE
CAMPUS-BASED SYSTEM

(ContiQued)

CP
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C. CONSISTENCY CHECKS WITH OTHER DATA BASES

Data Elements

Total Undergraduate Tuition and Fels

Total Graduate Tuition and Fees

Pell Grant Expenditures

3. Undergraduate Enrollment -- Tradition

Graduate Enrollment

Type of Inmitution

Section and
Line Number
References Test/Error ,Condit ion

El5a z The sum of total tuition and fees for undergraduates and
graduates must not differ,by plus or minus 10% when coin

E.1.5b pared with comparable data op Part A, Line 1 of HEWS'
Fin4ncial Statistics Survey. '

E16 Pell Grant expenditures must not differ by plus or minus
10% when compared against comparable data on the Pell

_Grant Disbursement System's Universe File.

. .
G36a The sum of undergraduate and graduate enrollment must

not differ by plus or minus 10% when compared with the
G36b sum of lines 1, 10, 11, 15, 24, and 25 from columns 13

and .14 of HEGIS's Fall Enrollment' Survey. ,

A4 if the Institution is private, nonprofit, the ratio of under-
. graduate enrollment to total undergraduate tuition and

Total UndergrVuate Tuition and Fees El5a fees must not differ by_ more than plus or minus 25% when
compared with undergraduate tuition and fees reported oiL

G36a REGIS` Institutional Characteristics Survey.Undergraduate Enrollment
a

5. T ype of Institution

Total Graduate Tuition and Fees

Graduate Enrollment

46
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A4

El5b

G36b

FIGURE 2 .

If the institution is private, nonprofit, the ratio of grad-.
enrollment to total graduate tuition and fees must not .

_differ by more than plus or minus 25% when Compared
with graduate tuition and fees reported on HEG1S' Insti-
tutional Characteristics Survey.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL
MACHINE EDITS FOR THE
CAMPUS-BASFD SYSTEM

(Continued)
.1
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if

address all three edit check functions: additional internal consistency checks, cross-
year comparisons, and comparisons with other higher education data files. Figure 2
describes each of the proposed edits, provides the data elements which each edit
addresses, and references the section and line number of the data element' on the
form. As Figure 2 indicates, the proposed edits address only those data items in
Sections E, F, and G on the applicatic:n portion of 'the PIS& which -are critical in
determining an institution's need for Campus -Based aid.

Proposed Internal Consistenczt Checks

Thrae edits which would check to make sure that the relationships between
certain data items are logical are proposed.. The first edit would ensure that when Pell
Grant expenditures are .reported in Section E, a figure for total undergraduate eligible
aid applicants is also reported in Sectibn F. The -second two edits would make sure
4tat the number of eligible aid applicants reported irk Section F is less'than or equal to
the institution's total Fall enrollment reported in Section G.

Recommendation

'We recommend that OSFA incorporate these three internal consistency checks
into the FISAP'ecliting system for the upcoming' proceising year. The three edits
address. Pell Grant expenditures, number of aid applicants, and total enrollment, three
data elements which our field work suggests.. are among the most often misreported.
The three edits by checking the,contistency of the three data- elements, would
uncover misreporting that the current system is not capable of identifying.

Proposed Cross-Year Consistency Checks

Sixteen edits :which check an institution's cross-year reporting consistency are
propOsed. In the first edit, a cross-year comparison is made with not toleranc,
provided. In the next 9 edits, a critical item is compared cross-year using a tolerance
range. If the values of the two items being compared fall within the tolerance range,
the item would not be considered- in error. The proposed tolerance ranges are
expressed as proportions of current year data to last year's*data. For- example, if an

"Ilstitution reported SO for its undergraduate enrollment last year its tolerance would
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be plus or minus 60 percent. Its tolerance range for this year's data would be
A

32 (80 - (.60 x 80) = 32) to 128 (80 + (.60 x 80) = 128). The tolerances vary depending
on the amounts reported on last year's form. Ranges are broader for small amounts
and more restrictive for large amounts since signifiCantly more cross-year variation
should be expected at small institutions.

Extensive quantitative anal' ysis of :trends FISAP reporting and the possible
impact of various tolerance ranges on-the frequeqicy of edit faiklires was not possible
due to the limited scope of the task. Instead, the proposed tolerake ranges were
assigned based on experience doing manual cross-year comparisons on 275 samples
FISAPs and on a review of cross-year edits used by the HEGIS surveys. The HeGis
program has been using cross-year Comparisons for several years and at a result has
been able to f011ow trends and'refine the tolerance ranges it uses.

The final six cross-year consistency cheeks examine the relationship of change in
;wo or more. data eleMents. In four of the edits, change in total tuition and fees 'is
compared to change in total enrollment (e.g., if total tuition and feet- increase by more-
than 10 percent, then enrollment should not decrease by more than 10 percent). In the
other two edits, change in total Pell Grant expenditures is compared to change inothe
total number of low income eligible aid applicants (e.g., if Pell Grant expenditures
increase by 10 percent or more, the number of low income applicant's should not
decrease by 10 percent or more). A tolerance range of 10 percent has been used in
these comparisots since the relationship between the d sa elements is not perfect.
For instance, it 'is possible for total Pell Grant expenditures to rise and the number of
law income applicants to drop due to an increase in tuition and fees or a change in the
Family Contribution Schedule. LikeWise, enrollment may drop and total tuition and
fees rise due to an across-the-board increase in tuition.

Recommendation
4'

We recommend that OSFA in-corporate the 16 cross-year ,checks on a test basis
during the upcoming year recognizing that the proposed tolerance ranges were
developed through qualitative analytic methods and that additional analysis will be
needed to refine them. This ,analysis should be conducted on an ongoing basis in order
that this refinement continue and the tolerance not become outmoded.
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Proposed Consistency Checks With Other Data Bases

Five edits are proposed, which would compare critical 'data elements from the
FISAP with data collected by HEGIS and the Pell Grant program. Toleiance ranges
are recommended for the comparisons to account for the following two problems in
validating FISAP data with either data sources:

Ongoing changes to the Pell Universe and HEGIS fit The figure for Pea
Grant experOitures on the FISAP may not match what the Pell. Universe
File containi for either current authorization or net expenditures because
of an onging reconciliation-process that continues for months after the
award year. Also, as part of the editing process the .HEGIS files are
revised over a period of several months following the original submission of
the. HEGIS form.

Definitional Differences. In two of the proposed edits, an average- tuition
and fees figure would be calculated (total tuition and lees divided by
enrollment) and compared against a tuition and fees figure reported for
private institutions on HEGIS' Institutional Characteristics Survey.* That
survey, however, asks for the modal (most dommon) tuition and fees rather
than the campus-wide average. Thus, a rather Liberal tolerance of 25
percent is suggested in making the comparison.

Recommendation

We recommend that ways of oveicoming the problems we identified in the
manual validation of 275 sampled forms be explored before incorporating comparisons

with outside data bases into the current editing system. These problems, in addition to
the two comparison problems already noted, include:

Difficulty .of Identifying Institutions., The HEGIS and FISAP tiles have no
common identifier for the institution other than its name. HEGIS uses the
FICE code as the numeric identifer fdr its institutions, while FISAP uses
the entity number.

*There is not comparable data for total public institution tuition and fees on the
Institutional Characteristics Survey. Data is collected on that survey for in-state and
out-of-state tuition and fees for ,public institutions...Without data on in-state and out-
of-state enrollments, it is impossible to calculate a campus-wide average tuition and
fees fig e..

19
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Different Reporting Units. The definition of a reporting unit is different
for FISAP, Pell, and HEGIS. A multi-campus institution, for example, may
file a single combined.report for FISAP and separate reports for Pell.

Different Number of Reporting Units. Not all institutions who file a FISAP
fire Pell and REGIS reports. For example, there are many proprietary
schools who file the FISAP form but not the REGIS surveys.

<TN
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